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Description of the Application

Most enterprises today have a Customer Relationship Management (CRM) strategy to incorporate a variety of integration tools that enable 
organizations to build a closer, more profi table relationship with their customers. CRM solutions include sales, marketing, customer service, 
and support applications. They allow providers to learn more from customer interactions to target and maximize sales and marketing efforts.

CRM technologies, usually driven by business units within the enterprise, enable organizations to benefi t from improved customer access 
and insight, more effective customer interactions, and integration throughout all customer channels and back-offi ce enterprise functions. 
Ultimately, the result is improved customer satisfaction and optimized profi tability.

Organizations deploying CRM applications experience many challenges. As with many enterprise applications, most CRM solutions are 
built as 3-tier applications, resulting in complicated deployments. Further, because most CRM solutions are based on application server 
technology, organizations must also consider the challenges associated with application servers.

Organizations need to consider the following challenges in building a network infrastructure capable of handling critical CRM applications:

Decreasing implementation complexity - Many CRM solutions stall before deployment is complete, due to the complexity of implementation. 
Because every customer has unique processes related to their business priorities, each CRM application must be extensively customized. As a 
result of this customization, deployments take signifi cant amounts of time, scalability and performance will vary, and future upgrades become 
increasingly complex.

Providing scalability - As with many software solutions, CRM applications struggle with scalability. To support the needs of multiple users 
accessing complex sets of information, CRM applications must perform queries, apply business rules and policies, and apply presentation 
logic. These complex architectures put heavy burdens on servers supporting the application, resulting in the need for advanced clustering or 
chaining of multiple servers. 

Enhancing performance - While basic CRM applications are built and developed to provide some scalability, the customization required to 
match unique business needs adds solution complexity. This creates major problems for these deployments, particularly during peak usage 
periods such as holidays, company promotions, and end of quarter activities.

Enhancing security - Sensitive customer data clearly requires a high degree of security. As most CRM solutions move towards Web-based 
architectures, security becomes increasingly challenging. If the CRM application utilizes SSL (Secure Sockets Layer) to encrypt traffi c, it can 
compromise the performance and scale of the application servers that support it. This requires additional servers and increases deployment 
costs and complexity.

Handling lengthy connections - Most CRM applications comprise the primary desktop application of an employee. From this one application, 
they perform nearly all daily tasks. Therefore, most connections to the server exist for long periods of time, requiring session persistence 
which can slow application servers to an estimated 30-40% of their optimal performance.

Managing unexpected traffi c - CRM applications support everything from online marketing campaigns to customer support call centers. 
Therefore, they are vulnerable to the expected volume increases that come with email promotions and events, as well as unexpected traffi c 
generated by successful marketing efforts.

F5 Solution

With powerful local and global traffi c/application management products, F5 Networks offers valuable benefi ts for getting the most from 
any CRM deployment. The BIG-IP® product’s advanced feature set allows organizations to gracefully extend scalability of their enterprise 
applications and optimize network performance through intelligent Layer 7 management.

The BIG-IP system offers substantial improvement in effi ciency with bandwidth reduction and TCP optimization, while enhancing the secure 
delivery of web applications. And with the FirePass controller SSL VPN, organizations can extend secure access to the enterprise’s Customer 
Relationship Management applications for all remote and internal users. 

Challenges to the Application Type
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Solution - Continued

Maximum Availability - Every minute an application is down or not responding properly can cost an organization thousands of dollars, so 
deploying the BIG-IP system is essential for providing organizations with business-critical availability. Through the use of its advanced health 
checking capabilities, the BIG-IP device can recognize when a resource is unavailable or under-performing and direct traffi c to an available 
resource. With the BIG-IP product, all of your applications can achieve 99.999% uptime, while reducing operational complexity and costs. 

Simple Scalability - The BIG-IP system provides a highly scalable solution that allows businesses to meet growing organizational demands 
on web and application resources. If one service is nearing capacity, scaling it is as simple as adding another instance of the service to 
your network and then to the BIG-IP load balancing pool. The BIG-IP solution allows organizations to scale their applications horizontally, 
providing considerable cost savings.

Increased Server Effi ciency - The BIG-IP system’s HTTP caching functionality provides tremendous scalability and cost benefi ts by 
offl oading repetitive traffi c from web and application servers. The caching function of BIG-IP v9 uses the available system memory (RAM) to 
store copies of frequently-requested content. Then, acting as a full proxy, the BIG-IP system delivers the content so that it is not continually 
re-served from the server, application and database tiers. F5 Networks’ Fast Cache also provides the fl exibility and control needed to 
extend caching on a per application basis, adapting to an organization’s specialized caching needs. With this level of control, the caching 
functionality of BIG-IP v9 dramatically reduces server utilization while it delivers content to the client quickly and effi ciently.

The BIG-IP Intelligent Compression module profi ciently compresses a broad variety of content types including HTTP, XML, JavaScript, and 
J2EE applications using industry standard GZIP and Defl ate compression algorithms. With Intelligent Compression, organizations can reduce 
their bandwidth bills by up to 80% while speeding up end user download times over slower/low bandwidth connections.

The BIG-IP system also provides granular traffi c management, enabling you to control rate classes on any traffi c variable. By allowing 
bandwidth to be distributed among similar priority applications, the system supports improved resource sharing. The BIG-IP system lso 
offl oads the high overhead of SSL (Secure Sockets Layer) processing for applications like Microsoft Outlook Web Access that use SSL.

TCP Optimization - The Traffi c Management Operating System provides a full TCP/IP proxy that allows for independent TCP optimizations 
on the client and server sides of a connection. The BIG-IP system’s unique TCP Express ensures that both client and server are transmitting 
data at the optimal rate and thus simultaneously reduces user download times, improves bandwidth link utilization for a site, and minimizes 
errors associated with lost and reordered packets. These dramatic WAN optimization and client performance improvements can not be 
found in other networking devices or server operating systems. 

Benefi ts

The BIG-IP TM/OS acts as a full TCP/IP proxy with independent optimization of client-side and server-side connections. Utilizing this TCP 
Express functionality, the BIG-IP system eliminates the need for clients and servers to negotiate the lowest common denominator for 
communications, dramatically improving network effi ciency and end user performance.

TCP Express optimization also enables the BIG-IP system to act as a bridge or translation device between all clients and back end servers. 
Even when organizations are utilizing legacy servers and applications, the BIG-IP system mediates between non-optimized or otherwise 
incompatible devices to optimize network communication. This solution provides organizations with tremendous cost savings and scalability 
as well as an unparalleled ability to translate communication improvement capabilities across their entire infrastructure.

As the global leader in SSL (Secure Sockets Layer) for network devices, F5 Networks provides customers with solutions to ensure that their 
sensitive information is protected as it travels over the network, with 40-60% better performance than software-based security.

TCP Express optimization also enables the BIG-IP system to act as a bridge or translation device between all clients and back end servers. 
Even when organizations are utilizing legacy servers and applications, the BIG-IP system mediates between non-optimized or otherwise 
incompatible devices to optimize network communication. This solution provides organizations with tremendous cost savings and scalability 
as well as an unparalleled ability to translate communication improvement capabilities across their entire infrastructure.

F5 Networks’ FirePass controller SSL VPN extends this level of performance and access securely to remote users. The FirePass device provides 
access to internal web servers, as easily as from inside the corporate LAN. It also delivers granular access control to intranet resources on 
a group basis. For example, the FirePass controller can provide employees with access to all intranet sites while partners are restricted to a 
specifi c web host.
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Benefi ts - Continued

The BIG-IP system also offers unparalleled ability to translate these capabilities across the entire enterprise infrastructure. Because 
organizations often can not afford to upgrade legacy servers and applications, the BIG-IP system mediates between devices, transparently 
optimizing non-compliant TCP stacks running across servers within a corporate data center. The net result is that the BIG-IP solution 
improves the performance of the network while masking its ineffi ciencies and reduces cost and complexity by reducing the need to update 
servers.

Enhanced Network Security - The BIG-IP device provides organizations with the ability to enforce, fortify, accelerate, and secure delivery 
of their applications and web services. With features like DoS and SYN attack prevention, Packet Filtering and protocol sanitization, 
organizations can protect themselves against the heaviest of attacks and control the information traversing in and out of their sites. By 
offl oading SSL encryption and critical security functions (processor and server intensive operations), the BIG-IP solution maximizes application 
availability and reduces administration overhead, improving return on investment.

Using the BIG-IP system’s enhanced Universal Inspection Engine (UIE) and TCL-based rule language (iRules) capabilities, an enterprise 
can fi lter and block application level attacks and threats. The combination of these two features also provides unmatched control over 
and protection of application traffi c, allowing administrators to create and implement a policy that is in line with their corporate security 
guidelines.

Secure Access from Anywhere - F5 Networks’ FirePass Controller enables enterprises to provide secure, reliable and intuitive remote 
access to corporate applications and data using standard web browser technology. This award-winning SSL VPN solution provides complete 
cross-platform support without resource-draining client software installation and confi guration or changes to server-side applications. The 
FirePass Controller extends support for any IP application to Apple Macintosh, PocketPC and Linux clients, in addition to Microsoft Windows, 
and expands client and application security for web, email and fi le application access. It also offers the only open API and SDK that enables 
third-party application vendors to build seamless, secure remote access into their client applications.


